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EDUCATION

‘

Should schools teach values? Can individual teachers be entrusted the
delicate task of showing the path to little ones of the next generation? Are
values essential to life skills, or to qualifications and certificates? Or should
value building be left to the family and larger society?
These were the thoughts we at ASWA had on education and after 1 year of the
journey, our thoughts on education slowly started to turn into actions in 2009.
To make this world a very positive place to live, we thought “we need to change
the attitudes”, which is possible only with value-based education. Transforming
the children/students’ by proper guidance and motivation by inculcating values
is the widely proved step for this.
ASWA's objective in “VIKAS” is to inspire, motivate, guide and encourage
children towards career excellence with a positive attitude & self-confidence
and how values can be used to support the child as a reflective learner and
promote quality teaching and learning.
In our society children are increasingly encouraged through advertising to think
of happiness as something which can be found simply in the material world.
They are generally encouraged to experience life in a world which is external to
their inner selves.
Values-based Education is an approach to teaching that works with values. It
creates a strong learning environment that enhances academic achievement
and develops students' social and relationship skills that last throughout their
lives.
The positive learning environment is achieved through the positive values
modelled by staff throughout the school. It quickly liberates teachers and
students from the stress of confrontational relationships, which frees up
substantial teaching and learning time. It also provides the social capacity to
students, equipping them with social and relationship skills, intelligence and
attitudes to succeed at school and throughout their lives.
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PROJECT VIKAS -INTERVENTIONS IN GOVT. PRIMARY SCHOOLS
Rationale: Initially, our activities started in high school and based on observation, suggestions from volunteers, teachers
we identified that the children are lacking in basic knowledge and skills. We started research work and gathered resources
which helped us to start sessions in primary school. Finally, we started our activities in Government Boys’ elementary
School (GBES), Bulkampet in the year 2012-13, since then we have been conducting weekly sessions in that school.
Our Journey
Agenda in Primary school:
Concentrate on Basics in Telugu, English, and Mathematics.
●
●
●

Framed Rules for the children for their better lifestyle which impart good habits.
In every class, we teach Motivational/ Value-based/ Moral /Social awareness topics.
Our general sessions include: Conducting quiz competitions, games and singing competitions, essay writing and
elocution in Telugu & English.
Good Handwriting Tips, Importance of Nation & Society, Science experiments and Human Values.
We also visit school children communities to motivate the parents to re-join the dropouts, which worked well.

●
●

For the year 2018-19, we have also selected Kanya Gurukul High School (KGS). Deepshikha Mahila Club had adopted
Kanya Gurukul High School, a government-aided school, and is imparting free education to the lesser privileged kids in
both the mediums with the objective of further spreading the light of education. The school has around 650 students.
Initially, when we started the session, we observed that the children were hesitant to share basic things about themselves
like their family, address etc., We conducted a baseline study of the children’s competence in Telugu, English &
Mathematics. After, the study we realized that the children must be taught from basics. We discussed with our team and
started teaching focusing on LSRW method. Later with the help of a new volunteer, we started including sessions on Life
skills development, which are an essential part of being able to meet the challenges of everyday life
Outcome: At the end, we have conducted and end line study with an Annual exam with oral and written components
and compared those results with the baseline study. We observed a great improvement in the children’s behaviour and
increased positive attitude towards education and values.

TEAM

Chart: Baseline and End line Data Analysis (Academics and life skills)

•

DHANESH
KHAKKAR

•

VENKATESWARA
RAO
SUJATHA
JANAKI VANI
SIRISHA
CHALLAPALLI
BALU MAHENDRA
HARITHA. V

•
•
•
•

•
•

.

KGS

SRINIVASA PRASAD

GBES

2019-20 Year Plan:
•
•

To emphasize a bit more focus in Value Education along with continuing focus on
Basics of language, literacy and numeracy.
Focus on creating interest in self-learning, through book reading.
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STRENTHENING PRIMARY SCHOOLS
Supported by WIPRO FELLOWSHIP

Firstly, we are very happy to inform you that ASWA has become a part of Wipro's Partners Network. Two key members
of ASWA, President (Srinivasa Prasad Rao Sarvaraju) and Vice President (Haritha Vemulapalli) have been selected for
WIPRO FELLOWSHIP, under which they are working on “Strengthening the Primary School Education”. ASWA believes
that Govt. Schools have the potential to become gateways of quality education where all the children get meaningful
learning experience to realize their full potential.
Under this, we have started working in 2 Schools of Shad Nagar, Ranga Reddy District, Telangana from November 2019.
•
•

Sreenivas is working with 3rd, 4th, 5th class students of Govt. Primary School, Chattanpally on Weekly basis
Haritha is working with 1st, 2nd, 3rd class students Govt. Primary School, Ram Nagar Colony on a regular basis.

What we have done so far: Assessing School Environment and Leadership; Rapport Building with Teachers; Classroom
Observation; Student Background Information, Student Assessment; Meeting with NGOs working in literacy and
numeracy for Capacity Building; Classroom interventions; Material Development; Project Documentation; Secondary
Research (Exploring & Going through different Material, Readings available in and outside the school)
Our work has started just few months back i.e. in November 2018, so we can discuss more about this in our next year
report. At present, we are working in understanding theoretical and pedagogical aspects of Language, Literacy, and
Numeracy, implications to teaching and learning methods, classroom processes and at the same time also exploring
methods to bring whole school transformation and building a positive image of government schools in the community.
Adding to this, we are also attending workshops to build our capacity:
✓ 6 days workshop on Perspectives and Pedagogy of Early Reading and Writing” by APU, Bangalore in October 2018.
✓ 3 days field visit to Azim Premji Foundation, Sanga Reddy, Telangana, where there are working immensely in the “Early
Childhood Care & Education”
✓ Level-1 and Level-2 workshops on “Universal Human Values Education” at IIIT, Hyderabad
❖ We will be completing “Foundations of Education” course from Digantar Foundation, Jaipur in 2019-20.

BROAD 4 YEAR PLAN
YEAR-1

•
•

•

YEAR-2

•
•
•
•

Working in a Primary School at Shad Nagar
Participate (once in a month) and Mentoring
volunteer’s team conducting weekly sessions in 2 Govt.
Primary Schools, Hyderabad
Interacting with Students, Teachers and Observing
Classrooms & studying the literature
Research in Basic Literacy, Language and Numeracy
Methods
In addition to the Year-1 activities
Research in innovative methods and class room
practices for the rural children
Capacity Building of new and existing team members
and Volunteers

•

•
•

•
•

(From MOU with Wipro in Jan 2019)

Scale it up to 10 schools with the help of Teacher
Mentors, Educators and Vol’s - Cluster Based
Model
Design and Facilitate “Teacher Development
Programs” on Language and Literacy
Initiating and Facilitating “Teacher Learning
Forums” among all these schools
In addition to the Year-3 Activities
“Quality (effective and relevant) teacher
professional development programs” will be
offered by establishing“Teacher Learning Centre”

Approach
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Involve local resources i.e. Teachers
Build capacity in Teachers
Building relations with Students
Knowing, Understanding each individual child
Plan will be prepared after observing ground for few months
Schools will be selected on criteria, while scaling up
Co explorer with Teachers and Students

Guiding Principles
•

Foundational belief in teacherchild relationship as central to
any educational processes

•

Using children’s experiences to
make the curriculum
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PROJECT VIKAS -SECONDARY-INTERVENTIONS IN GOVT. SCHOOLS
CAREER GUIDANCE & GOAL SETTING SESSION
Every student in India decides their career post completing their 10th
standard. The step which they take after 10th will decide their future.
Career choice after 10th is not just an easy task to decide upon. One
needs to understand his strength, area of interest and then decide
which stream to take to have a fruitful career.
Counselling the student after 10th is very important because today
there are many courses available in the colleges and schools. Students
are confused on what course to take and what course to leave. Just
imagine a 10th passed student who must choose his career in a
confused state of whether to choose between science, maths,
commerce, or to proceed on for 11th & 12th or to choose a diploma
or go to junior college. Besides traditional courses a 10th passed
student today has many other opportunities such as programming,
catering, app development, call centre courses and so on.
In view of this, ASWA, with 7+ years of research, hard work and
regular interaction with students at the ground, has prepared a
CAREER GUIDANCE BOOKLET with all the options available after 10th
class for both the Telugu states with detailed information and
distributes it to the government school students free of cost. It also
includes different scholarships and links to websites to avail them.
ASWA doesn’t stop just in distributing the books. Volunteers of ASWA
go those schools and give their time in counselling the students about
all the courses and scholarships available.
For the individual, offering time and energy through volunteering can
help develop new skills, and expand volunteer’s life and work
experience, especially when formal work and education opportunities
might be limited.
As an organization, ASWA provides a possibility for volunteers to reach
to the schools in their native places and conduct these sessions. This
has been liked by many NGOs. They started collaborating with us and
we supported and guided them in conducting these career guidance
sessions. On the other hand, this has given us a chance in reaching more
places and people. This has also helped us in finding new volunteers.
Our volunteers take great efforts in conducting these sessions. They
travel to remote villages of 2 Telugu states and conduct a session for
free of cost. Spending a weekend, not for fun seems to be difficult. But
our volunteers travel to remote villages to conduct sessions. They
sometimes go to those villages where they might not find the facility for
a proper stay.
Despite of all these difficulties, this year we reached 6000 Students
covering 70 Schools in 14 districts. Adding to this, we provided 30000
booklets to other NGOs and guided them in conducting sessions. This
is a major achievement for a 100% volunteer organization like ASWA.

WEEKLY SESSIONS – SELF LEARNING
Weekly sessions were conducted in adopted Govt.
Schools, to motivate students and impart skills like
Memory Management, Time Management,
Scientific Temper, Sense of responsibility, and
Personality development. In 2018-19 we didn’t
conduct these sessions due to lack of Volunteers.
This year, we are going to start a new initiate of
SELF LEARNING in 2 schools. Under this we focus
on improving their SELF LEARNING by
introducing different books (just like mobile
library model) and creating the environment.
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PROJECT CHEYUTHA
There are many merit students but who are poor as well. ASWA supports them through the project Cheyutha.
We have framed a set of rules for the smooth sailing of the project. We not only support the students
financially, but also regularly monitor whether they are in the proper direction or not. We also give them
moral support and make them a better person in the society with values and positive attitude.
This year, 2018-2019, we extended financial support to the following 3 students
Lavanya. Nunavath a Polytechnic Student pursuing her diploma in
Nizamabad. She hails from Akkannapet area of Husnabad Division in
Siddipet Dist.
8,597/-

Lavanya. Nunavath,
Diploma, Nizamabad

15,000/-

A merit girl student from very remote hamlet which is far away from
nearby village. She completed entire her education in Govt Social Welfare
Schools and her younger brother also schooling in TSRWS only. Her
mother is an agricultural daily labour. Since last three years we supported
her with Rs. 31,783/- for her Diploma

Rakesh. Pabbati is an Orphan guy studying in Govt Social welfare hostels
from his childhood secured good results in SSC 93% and 88% in
Intermediate.
He secured Good rank in JEE entrance exam and got admission in NIT
Nagpur MH. He approached us for initial counselling fee. After due
verification we extended our support to Mr Rakesh with Rs. 15,000/-.
after that he attended his counselling process and got admitted in
"National Institute of Technology Nagapur MH"

Rakesh. Pabbati, B. Tech

Devi Shankavaram a B. Tech student from Nellore approached us for her
educational support. Devi a merit girl student with 9.3 GPA in SSC and
82.4% in Intermediate. Bright student and parents poor and have health
issues
26,000/-

Devi Sankavaram, B.Tech

Her college tuition fee is much more than what Govt reimburses. Due to
her weak financial position we extended our supported with Rs. 26,000/for her tuition fee. We felt happy for supporting the need and merit
students, we feel happier if our beneficiaries placed in a Noble Positions
in future.
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CENTER FOR HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS (CHDHC)
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OUR VISION:
CHDHC aims to contribute to the human well-being so that all are equipped with necessary competencies
to live with harmony at all levels – individual, family, society and nature/existence.

AS A TEAM WE WANT
•
•
•
•
•

To form a community who are interested in exploring, about themselves, their relationship with the
world and studying the possibilities to live a happy and prosperous life.
To disseminate proposals and insights of “Universal Human Values Education” and prepare committed
facilitators to inculcate Universal Human Values in their students and Organizations.
To demonstrate best teaching and learning practices, integrated with Universal Human Values and
influence the Formal Education system positively.
To develop necessary knowledge infrastructure for Universal Human Values Education
To live in a self-sustained way by producing all the necessary things needed for life.
At the level of

Challenges

Possibilities

Individual

Boredom, Confusion, Depression,

Clarity, Confidence, Calmness

Family /Relationships Unfulfilled Expectations, Dominance, Abuse
Society
Planet

Fulfilment, Trust, Justice, Prosperity

Fear, Exploitation, Inequality, Struggle, War Security, Respect, Cooperation, Peace
Pollution, Water Scarcity, Contamination

THE NEED

PROGRESS SO FAR

We believe that achieving the desirable
state (at the individual and societal level) is
possible only through right education
(Universal Human Values through Jeevan
Vidya). Value education has the potential to
build the competencies to fulfil this basic
human need.

July 2018 - March 2019
•
•
•
•

Environment for humans to bloom

Core team of eight members formed
Families of team members prepared for community living
A kind donor has agreed to donate 1 acre of land in Shad
Nagar
Conducted 25+ Jeevan Vidya/Human Values workshops for
AICTE, UGC, NITW etc.

OUR MISSION : To develop 3 Centres to achieve the above-mentioned objectives
International Resource Centre
for Universal Human Values

Center for Learning

Resource Center for
Transformational Leadership
and Skill Development

This center aims to prepare committed
facilitators in the education system. The
center offers long term and short-term
workshops/courses on Universal human
values through Jeevana Vidya at various
levels (Introductory, Intermediate and
advanced) for the interested people,
teaching community (Schools, colleges
and universities), NGOs, communitybased organizations, corporates in
residential and non-residential mode.

Learning center aims at
preparing students for life and
grow emotionally, physically,
socially and intellectually with
personalized and adaptive
education approaches. Learning
center is an alternative approach
to the current education system
that facilitates every child to
learn differently and motivates
differently.

This center aims to nurture the valuebased leadership mindset and skills
among the youth. This center is
responsible to design and facilitate
innovative projects which could provide
powerful life-transforming experiences
for students. This center is also
responsible to offer blended (Universal
human values + technical subject),
courses, and internships for Schools,
Colleges, and University students.

You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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UP NEXT
PHASE 1
•
•

Construction of the Building for International
Resource Centre for Universal Human Values
Building knowledge infrastructure (content design
and translations)

PHASE 2
•
•
•
•

Start Community Living
Exploring alternative models of schooling
Building a School Team with committed Parents and
Teachers
Basic research and study on methodologies “Center
for Learning”

We Need YOUR support
•

To transform our education system

•

To impart a feeling of happiness and prosperity in many

•
•

In providing value education for the underprivileged
In building a better nation

•

In enabling institutions to produce responsible citizens

•

In resolving conflicts in society and nature

•

Time and energy as volunteer of workshop
organization
Understand and guide us with your expertise
Help with funds for construction of facility building
and projects

HOW CAN YOU CONTRIBUTE
•
•

BANK ACCOUNT DETAILS

PHASE 3
•
•
•
•

Construction of Learning Center
Exploring alternative models of schooling
Preparing the School Curriculum
Initiation of Resource Center for Transformational
Leadership and Skill Development

Account Name: CHDHC ASWA
Account Number: 109710100065660
Bank, Branch: Andhra Bank, Shadnagar
IFSC Code: ANDB0001097
•
•

Donations from Indian Accounts Only
Donations are tax exempt under 80G

You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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HEALTH
Thalassemia is a genetic blood disorder commonly characterized by the
abnormal production of haemoglobin in the body. The abnormality
results in improper oxygen transport and destruction of red blood cells.
It has wide-ranging effects on the human body like iron overload, bone
deformities and in severe cases can cause heart diseases. The disease
has no cure and people living with thalassemia require regular blood
transfusions as an effective measure to prolong life.
Experts say India is the thalassemia capital of the world with 40 million
carriers and over 1,00,000 thalassemia majors under blood transfusion
every month. Every year 10,000 children with thalassemia major are
born in India with most of them requiring blood transfusion for every
15 days. Empathizing with the agony of the parents of such
children, we decided to conduct blood camps for every 3 months
to support such kids. Till date, we have conducted 32 Blood
Donation Camps averaging 100 Donations. We have also acted as a
catalyst to motivate corporates, friendly NGOs and, communities to
conduct blood camps and promote this cause. Around 70 ASWA
members regularly donate blood 4 times a year to support these
children.
Official data shows that India had a dearth of 1.9 million units of blood
- equivalent to 60 tankers - in 2016-17. We receive 7 to 10 calls daily
requesting blood for emergencies.
We conduct 2K Walks/runs to create public awareness on
thalassemia, it’s screening and prevention methods. We visit
hostels and place posters. We also visit various institutes to
motivate blood donors, distribute pamphlets on the roads. These
efforts give a lot of inspiration to us to conduct many other
activities.
Through this project, we conduct blood camps for every quarter to
distribute blood to Thalassemia affected kids. In 2018-19 we
conducted 4 Camps and collected 460 Units of Blood. We also have
few WhatsApp groups in which blood requests are posted. We send
the blood requests to as many people as we can reach out to.
With this project, we want to build a society which is Thalassemia
free. We also want to create awareness in the people that blood
donation as it is the most precious gift that anyone can give to another
person — the gift of life. A decision to donate blood can save a life, or
even several if the blood is separated into its components — red cells,
platelets and plasma — which can be used individually for patients with
specific conditions.

Many people lack financial support in curing
their diseases. Some others lack medical
facilities and guidance on how, where and
what to do. We address both the situations
through this project.
Any patient who approaches us, if they lack
financial support, we would support them, if
it is our limits. If not, we would guide to the
NGOs/Individuals who can support the type
of disease. Some patients might not know the
medical facilities available. We will guide
them towards the proper hospital. We also
let the patients know about different
schemes provided by the government.
This year we extended our support to 6
years old Abhinaya Sree. She met with a fire
accident and most of her body burnt. Her
father requested us to provide support for
medicines, ointments and belt. We verified
the case and extended our financial as well as
moral support. Recently she undergone
another plastic surgery, she is fine.
It reduces the health issues and contribute to
create a healthy society. Volunteers will get
awareness on different health problems and
how to address them. In this process we
deepen our knowledge in the field of health
and come to know how different hospitals
function, relationship with the hospitals /
doctors. This in turn support ASWA to take
advises from them on how to permanently
address these health issues.

2019-20, we want to start “Menstrual
Hygiene Program” to create awareness
in the Girl Child about sanitation and
practices to be followed in puberty.

TEAM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anil Chintala
Mahesh Desu
Shahithi Sravya
Siva Prasad
Balu Mahendra
Ganesh
Venkatesh

TEAM
•
•
•

You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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SHARE & CARE

TEAM
➢ Mani Kumar K
• Madan Gopal
• Venkatesh
• Santhosh. N
• Balu Mahendra
• Divya

The happiest you are, the healthiest you would be. We share the happiness to the
abandoned through this project. We see many kids and old age people who are
abandoned by their families. They might be getting help from other good sources
in society. But happiness is the key that makes them move on with their lives. So as
part of this project, we visit either an orphan home/old age home every month and
share them happiness through various activities. We also support some of the
orphanages and old age homes. We also guide other people who want to celebrate
their events in an orphanage or old age homes.

2018-19: We visited 9 homes and spent a lot of quality time with inmates. Last
year we planned to add a theme to every visit we conduct. But could not do so, as
the Volunteers team is new. We also sponsored meals in and around 5-7 homes, on
members special days.

SAVE ENVIRONMENT Theme in 2019-20: We want to add a theme of “SAVE
ENVIRONMENT” in our visits. This won’t change our existing structure of home
visit i.e. sharing the joy with inmates with our interactive and entertaining quality
time. Instead these will have a theme i.e. all activities relating to environmental
awareness either it may be importance of trees, plantation, power, plastic, saving
rain water, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle of natural resources or any other. There is
a challenge in implementing this, as in our experience majority home
management will allot you time if you are doing any financial/in kind support. But
still there are homes, which accepts us to educate their kids, we need to find them
again.

ANNAM PARABRAHMAM
TEAM
•
•
•
•
•

Parameswar. S
Sahithi Sravya
Sumalatha. B
Sarath Chandra. V
Padmini Bhavaraju

We see many destitute in our society who lack food. It's not just about food. Its
about proper nutrition needed to all ages of people. For the last 10 years, we
have distributed food to the needed. But thanks to the government for
providing food at very low cost which reduced hunger deaths. Then we realized
that we need to concentrate on nutrition. So, we have started giving fruits in
maternity hospitals. Recently we have also started distributing millets which are
very much healthy. We planned in 2018, to distribute millet rice or any other
Nutri food to inpatients in Koti maternity hospital. This idea was successfully
implemented now. It was a great initiation to serve them.
Previously we used to prepare food (purchase from) in Hotels. The major change
is now our advisory board member Sri. Padimi Bhavaraju Garu is herself cooking
the millet food like Millet Rice, Multigrain Chava, Millet Bisibele bath etc., and
personally distributing. This is the biggest change in 2018-19. Her contribution is
boundless.
We regularly collect feedback from new volunteers their feeling on distributing
food to inpatients in government hospitals. They felt very happy to do this kind
of activity in Govt. hospitals. They are very satisfied with this. We are figuring
out on how to create little change from this except. We are also planning to
prepare and distribute handout reg importance of millets and other healthy
food habits and conduct awareness on reduce, reuse wastage food.

You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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ASWA DASABDHI “10TH ANNIVERSARY” CELEBRATIONS
ASWA has reached the above heights with your support. 10th Anniversary celebrations was Spectacular with your
presence. We had Sri. V.V.Laxmi Narayana Garu as our Guest & Madhava Reddy garu as our guest of honour, who inspired
us with their valuable words. The event could have been more magnificent if we had Thanikella Barani Garu, who could
not turn up.
It’s a day long Decade Celebrations.
The Morning is completely for the pillars of ASWA. ASWA is so fortunate to felicitate all the 126+ volunteers who were
part of our 10 years journey. The event was very electric with the presence of our Advisory Board Members, Sri.
Jawaharlal Nehru Garu, Dr. Sundar Raj Perumal Garu, Sri. Padmini Garu, Sri. Siva Sankar Garu. They spent the full day
with us to inspire more towards service and plans. ASWA Acknowledges your support throughout us more. We have
celebrated by cutting 10+ Years cake at the end of the program.
In the morning session, backbone members of ASWA has given a very auspicious description about ASWA.
1) Sundar sir explained about health projects initiated by ASWA and its results.
2) ASWA overall process on education project put into words by Shiva Shankar sir.
3) P. Jawaharlal Nehru sir described wellbeing projects initiated by ASWA.
Evening was filled with funniest moments and inspirational words with the presence of our Guests.
•

We present “ASWA Dasabdhi Nayaka” Awards to “Mr. Naresh Kumar. V, Mr. Sarath Kumar. V and Mr. Naveen
Kumar. P”, who have been extending their continuous, committed support throughout this journey, since its
inception.
• English Brochure and 10 Years journey booklet was inaugurated by guests.
• Bags Distribution activity in Anantapur has been inaugurated here by our chief guests.
• We have discussed our Projects Progress and upcoming Plans to reach heights of ASWA in society.
• Best New Volunteers and Best Blood Donors have been facilitated by our guests.
• Above all speeches from guests was as inspiring as our 10 years activities.
Around 250+ members have been attended for the DASABDI celebrations of ASWA. We are so gratified by spending
their valuable time in ASWA celebrations. So, I thank each person those who presented here.

BEST PERFORMERS

CRITERIA FOR BEST NEW VOLUNTEER - SHOULD BE NEW &
PARTICIPATED IN 6 ACTIVITIES IN THAT YEAR

CRITERIA FOR BEST BLOOD DONOR: SHOULD DONATE
BLOOD IN ALL (90%) OUR CAMPS IN THAT YEAR

You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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ANANTHAPUR CHAPTER UPDATES
SCHOOL KIT DISTRIBUTION
Everyone knows that Anantapur is a drought
area, due to very less rainfall. ASWA is doing
different activities from 2011, like Visiting &
Supporting Orphanage Homes, Conducting
Sessions in Govt Schools, Financial Help to Poor
Students and Patients, Plantation and Food
Distribution etc., Anyone can join us who can
spend an hour in a month at Anantapur @
9849685946.
ASWA has been working with many friendly
NGOs, whenever and where ever possible. Mr.
Kamala Nath (through his NGO-NKCSS) has
been doing few activities in Anantapur district.
In continuation to the collective little work
which we have been doing, this year ASWA and
NKCSS jointly started an inspiring activity of
School Kits Distribution in Govt. Primary
Schools to support marginalized children and
motivate them to turn up to school regularly.
We mainly focused on rural Govt Primary
Schools where children are from very poor and
the schools which don't have proper facilities.
We distributed 2180 School Kits worth of 3.5
Lakhs in 50 Primary Schools started on 30th June
2016 at MPP Primary School, Singampalli
Thanda, Athmakur and ended on 9th August
2018 at MPP Primary school, Regatipalli,
Dhramavaram.
School Kits consists of School bag, Slate, Slate
Pencil, 5 Note books, Eraser, Sharper, Pen,
Pencil, Tables book, Box and Scale. Among 2180
School Kits 1180 kits are excluding School Bags.
Main reason and people behind the success of
this entire activity are Donors and Volunteers.
They worked hard in identifying needy schools
and participated directly to make sure that Kits
reached the beneficiaries. Kudos to everyone
who are part of this superb event. This means a
lot to the kids of that age based on psychological
and financial backgrounds.

Volunteers: Sri.
• N. Satya Narayana
• N. Kamal Nath
• Chandra Mouli
• Bharath Kumar

•
•
•
•
•
•

Anji
Madhan
Ashok
Jelani
Naveen
Murali

•
•
•
•
•

N. Sujay Nath
Dheeraj Kumar
Narayana
Paramesh
Basha Bhai

ASWA is very happy to work with NKCSS in reaching as many rural kids. Our special appreciations to the team who
worked hard behind the screens to make this happen; Sri. Kamala Nath (Founder of NKCSS), P Naveen Kumar
(ASWA ATP Chapter Coordinator) and B. Naresh Kumar (ASWA Treasurer).

We need Volunteers IN ANANTAPUR. JOIN US @ 9849685946
You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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LIST OF DONATIONS RECEIVED FROM 01.04.2018 TO 31.03.2019
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

ASWA INTERNSHIPS
AMMA Social Welfare Association (ASWA)
invites applications for its Internship
Program 2019. Candidates who are willing
to contribute to society and can gain firsthand experience of ASWA activities can
apply for the program.

Skills required:
Willingness to contribute to society and ability to work hard,
good communication skills in local dialect (Telugu & English).

Selected Intern’s responsibilities include:

Who can apply
1. Are looking to work with NGOs and are ready to do social
service.
2. Can start internship between June 1st to June 30th
3.Are available for a duration of 1 Month.

1.Working together with ASWA volunteers
& helping them to carry out the activities.

Perks: Certificate, informal dress code, 2 hours a day, 6 days
a week

2.Compiling reports on the activities done.

Contact : info@aswa4u.org

About the Internship

99 4888 5111

You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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JUST DONATE

100/- PER MONTH (or) 1200/-

PER YEAR

2019-20 ANNUAL BUDGET

You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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MEDIA PRESENCE

ETV Yuva - ASWAA Amma Social Welfare Association
Established by an Youngster for Service

Felicitation on 7th JULY 2018 @ 5 PM (Saturday) by
their CHIEF GUEST Sri. Musharraf Farooqui, IAS (Addl.
Commissioner GHMC HYD).

You can be a member of ASWA by “DONATING 1 HOUR (OR) 100/- IN A MONTH “
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